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If 2020 has taught us anything, it’s that having a
crisis communications strategy is absolutely critical
for companies and organizations of every size.
Those other crises don’t take a break for COVID-19.
Many businesses and communities reeling from
the pandemic and social unrest still have to
handle natural disasters, workplace violence, data
breaches, product recalls, and leadership missteps.
Learn seven crisis communication tips every
organization should master beginning on page 5.
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MMBA PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
By Chris Arnold,
Bagley
I hope everyone is well.
While 2021 is technically over, for most facilities the year
is not really done on December 31. I’m referring to the
wonderful end of the year inventory audits. For some of us
that comes sooner than the 1st and for others it does not
come until mid to end of January.
I always thought inventory audits had to be done on
January 1, because that’s the way it always was done; I
learned that is not the way it has to be done.
With all of the supply chain problems, this year probably
has been one of the worst years to deal with our inventory.
Then there were our vendors having their own problems
– some more than others. I can honestly say I have had
problems with every one of my vendors.
To make things even more interesting, add private trucking
into the mix if you use that option. But at the end of the
day our store will survive and we will adapt to the changes
as we have been trained by the education we get from the
MMBA.
This year we had an added twist to our inventory audit.
We had our last year of needing a “deep audit.” Three years
ago, we failed our inventory audit because one product
was over by 6 cases. It turns out the 6 cases were free
goods from two big deals I did at the end of the year.
Why were these cases not in the POS, you may ask? Well,
my private trucker’s helper or one of my staff decided
because there was no value on the invoice we must not

have needed them; we were told we misreported our
inventory even though I argued 0 × 0 is still 0 for the cost, I
was not misreporting my inventory.
So a simple mistake turned in to a two year nightmare.
For the last two years we had to count almost 60+ items
for our audit. If we did not pass the last two years of deep
audits it would jeopardize our city’s bonding capabilities
for the next five years.
Because of that we did a major overhaul to our inventory
process. I did my normal cycle counts and then added
multiple counts in December. The first year I brought in a
council member to help me do the random test counts
just to show them some of the processes I implemented.
Our 2020 inventory went very well and 2021 continued that
trend. In fact, our computer-generated picks had a variance
of less than $10.00. However, the last item was the doozy.
We were off 1 case of Gray Goose 1.75. Then I remembered
I had a credit coming from the supplier. This was because
the store was shorted a case on the truck and credit had
not arrived. he week before I called all my vendors and
asked for all credits due so this situation would not happen.
But as you know, it was not that simple. I made a few quick
calls, got the credit and we were all good.
We had a variance of only about $20.00, so I passed.
That was a good thing because my city is working on an
infrastructure project that is coming in at $14,000,000.00.
A bad result would have significantly increased this cost.
Take care and hope to see you at Legislative Day and the
Annual Conference.
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7 CRISIS COMMUNICATION TIPS EVERY ORGANIZATION SHOULD MASTER
By Lauren Landry
Northeastern University

Mere weeks after Samsung unveiled its Galaxy Note 7,
reports surfaced of the smartphone catching fire. Within a
month of the device’s launch, the company recalled
2.5 million Note 7s, citing faulty batteries as the cause of
the crisis.
What started as a manufacturing mishap quickly escalated
into a public relations (PR) nightmare. With customers’
safety at stake, all eyes were on Samsung, which didn’t
take full responsibility of the flaw for more than three
months after the phone’s recall. The company’s mobile
division experienced a 96 percent drop in operating profit
as negative headlines continued to emerge, including
airlines prohibiting passengers from bringing the phone
on flights.
What happened to Samsung could happen to any
company; several other brands have faced recalls. For
example, Johnson & Johnson pulled its Tylenol products
from shelves in 1982 after seven people died in the
Chicago area, and Hasbro halted sales in 2007 of its Easy
Bake Oven after reports of the toy badly burning children.
“In today’s fast-moving, electronic world, your reputation
could be enhanced or denigrated in a moment,” says
Ed Powers, PR faculty lead for Northeastern’s Master of
Science in Corporate and Organizational Communication
program.
What can change your company’s fate is how you
communicate to customers and handle the crisis—or
rather, any unanticipated event that could disrupt your
organization’s daily operations and cause potential harm
to the brand’s reputation, such as a security breach,
product defect, negative press, or lawsuit.
“Crises don’t happen just on the front page,” Powers says.
“They occur every day, affect groups of all types, and
come in different shapes and sizes. Every organization
needs to have crisis planning in its communications tool
chest.”
Unsure of where to begin? Here are seven crisis
communication tips your organization should master.

1) Respond Quickly
With the rise of digital and social media, customers
expect a quick response to any issues that arise, because
companies have the technology to address them. In most
cases, if you don’t respond within the first few hours,
people typically jump to two conclusions, according to
Powers: That the brand is guilty or that it’s not in control
of its message.
“One principle that’s existed in PR for decades is, ‘If you
don’t tell your story, someone else will,’” Powers says.
“When in doubt, it’s better to respond to a claim—
particularly if it’s base-less or off the mark in some way.
The ability to respond and put the crisis in context is only
going to help the organization.”
Powers recommends responding on the same channels
where the crisis initially occurred. Meaning, if a slew of
negative comments surfaced on Facebook, post any
updates or feedback on Facebook first. The longer you
leave the commentary unanswered, the stronger, and
angrier, the audience will become. In today’s digital age,
minor missteps can become major crises within minutes.
2) Leverage Your Supporters
Every PR professional’s dream scenario is to have
supporters come to the brand’s aid in times of crisis.
Responses seem more genuine and are more valuable
when it’s coming from someone with no direct company
affiliation. To achieve that, though, you need to make
building and fostering community a priority throughout
the year.
“You can’t build a community once a crisis hits,” Powers
says. “You need to already have that community in place.”
Focus on establishing a strong rapport with your
audience. Take the time to understand your stakeholders,
their needs, and what motivates them. Are you providing
valuable content, asking questions and engaging your
audience, or regularly saying “thank you” for their support?
Each action goes a long way in building community.
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7 CRISIS COMMUNICATION TIPS EVERY ORGANIZATION SHOULD MASTER, cont’d.
3) Put the Victims First
When a crisis strikes, remember: It’s not about you. Put
the victims first, whether your company caused the
problem or not, and acknowledge their pain, suffering,
and frustration.
“The fact is that crises harm others,” Powers says. “The
starting point for the response has to be about the
people and what they’re experiencing.”
The next step is to apologize, but only if it’s genuine. An
insincere apology or your refusal to take responsibility can
damage your brand and breed mistrust with the public.
Multinational oil and gas company BP came under harsh
criticism in 2010 after 11 people died following a drilling
explosion off the Gulf of Mexico. An investigation into the
incident revealed that a BP pipe caused “the worst oil spill
in U.S. history,” leaking an estimated 3.19 million barrels of
oil into the Gulf. BP’s handling of the situation is still highly
criticized—first for how the company downplayed the
damage and repeatedly said “this was not our accident” to
the insensitive remark made by CEO Tony Hayward that,
“There’s no one who wants this over more than I do. I’d
like my life back.” For the 11 victims who lost their lives,
that wasn’t an option.
Victims want, and deserve, acknowledgement. When
you’re issuing an apology, put your audience first.
4) Don’t Play the Blame Game
BP was quick to blame others for the oil spill, which, in
itself, caused a PR problem.
When a crisis occurs, don’t play the blame game, even if
you weren’t the one at fault. By focusing first on who the
culprit was, you put yourself before the victims. Although
others will want to place blame, wait until the crisis calms
down before you start pointing fingers. Again, above all
else, prioritize your audience and their feelings.
5) Be Transparent
What would you want to know if you were the victim of a
crisis? Think through that question as you’re crafting your
message to the public. Your audience will want answers,
even if it’s simply, “I don’t know.”
When a crisis occurs, you’re under a microscope; every
move you make is going to be judged by the public.
It’s better to be upfront and transparent than plead
ignorance or stonewall. If there’s additional, related
information that could paint the company in a negative
light, Powers recommends sharing it. The news will leak
eventually, and you have a better chance of controlling
the message. The more information you hide, the guiltier
the company will look.
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6) Perform “What If?” Work
To avoid or more effectively manage crises, Powers
suggests undergoing a “What if?” exercise. Rather, “What if
something went wrong? What might that look like?”
Although it’s near impossible to anticipate everything
that could happen, brainstorm potential scenarios with
your team and map out how you would react, so if the
situation does occur, you’ll be better equipped to handle
it. Focus on situations that align with your organization’s
product, services, and industry—particularly on areas
where the likelihood and impact of something going
wrong are high. For example, what if you were Samsung
and needed to recall your latest product? What if you
were facing a lawsuit or an onslaught of negative press?
“Most executives will say, ‘We need to take care of today’s
needs,’” Powers says. “But when crisis hits, organizations
are usually happy that the communications group has
talked through this.”
Professionally, taking the initiative will show you’re
proactive, and position you as an asset to your company.
7) Make Sure Your Message Is Consistent
Company-Wide
Messaging no longer goes out from one department.
Depending on the organization’s size, the marketing,
sales, corporate communication, and investor relations
teams could be just a small sample of the departments
talking to customers. When a crisis occurs, you want to
make sure teams company-wide are addressing the issue
in a cohesive manner. Remember, your employees are
your ambassadors when a crisis hits.
Consider creating a one-page sheet you can share
across the organization that outlines the actions each
department should take if a crisis occurs.
Preparation Is Key
The more prepared you are, the better. Crises can have
a negative effect on your company’s reputation, and
you want to minimize the impact. If you have a good
reputation, the issue might cause less damage, but if you
haven’t focused on fostering community, it’s likely the
criticism will be harsher if a situation strikes.
If a crisis does occur, you have the opportunity to
spotlight your values and actually enhance how you’re
seen by the public. It all starts with putting the needs of
the victims ahead of the organization.
“A crisis provides a rare but stressful opportunity to
demonstrate to stakeholders that you care about them in
a very public way,” Powers says. “As such, it adds positive
value to the reputation of the company that is seen to
have taken the right steps in response to the crisis.”
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• Special Events products/services
• 10lb and 300lb blocks
• Dry ice
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Quality guaranteed for peace of mind.
Contact Steven Kelly
steven@shamrockgroup.net
Minnesota Independent Ice
Manufacturers Association

MinneSoda. Minnesota’s own
‘craft’ soda … made locally, with
small-batch freshness. Excellent
taste and value. Available in 21
flavors.

Minnesota Municipal Beverage
Association Member since 2002

shamrockgroup.net
800.862.9273 • 612.824.0745
Partner with us! We welcome new product distributors. Call Steven.

WHY DOES THE CITY LICENSE LIQUOR SALES?
By Sharon Hanson
Marshall City Administrator

Liquor is controlled for a number of reasons: to deny
access to minors, to limit over-consumption, to
ensure public safety via a clean supply, and to allow
community control over the type and nature of liquor
venues. Liquor is also regulated as an industry, both
to compel the industry to meet the public goals
of the state and to ensure fair competition. Prior to
prohibition liquor sales were vertically integrated –
manufacturers held interest in liquor retailers and
often the majority of the profits were made by the
manufacturer.
In 1919, Congress passed the 18th Amendment which
was referred to as Prohibition. Prohibition made the
manufacture, distribution, transportation, and sale of
alcohol beverages in the United States illegal.
Prohibition was in effect in this country for just over
14 years. The prohibition era was marked by the
rise of bathtub gin, illegal stills and the growth of a
black market that made fortunes manufacturing and
selling alcoholic beverages illegally. In February 1933,
Prohibition was repealed. In December of that year,
the 21st Amendment was ratified officially ending
prohibition.
In December 1933, Minnesota passed the Liquor
Control Act. The act was established to regulate the
manufacture, distribution, retail sale and consumption
of alcoholic beverages in the state of Minnesota
Alcoholic beverage licensing in Minnesota is a joint
effort of the applicant, local authority (city or county),
and the State of Minnesota.
Minnesota State law regulates the sale and possession
of alcohol. Businesses and organizations wishing to
sell or serve beer, wine, and alcohol must be licensed
by the local authority.
A liquor license is a permit to sell alcohol and
alcoholic beverages. If your business has a hand in
the distribution, manufacturing, or sale of alcohol, you
need a liquor license.
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Liquor licenses regulate:
• Which businesses are allowed to sell alcohol
• When and where they can sell alcohol
• How much can be sold at one time
• The type of alcoholic beverages that can be sold
• To whom alcohol can be sold
• Which businesses are permitted to manufacture and
distribute alcohol
A licensing process makes it possible for governments
to enforce laws regarding the service of alcohol that
would otherwise be difficult to police. For example,
many jurisdictions have limits on the numbers of
drinks an establishment may serve a customer, zero
discounts on drinks, and rules that require unfinished
bottles of wine to remain in the restaurant or bar in
which it was served.
It would be difficult to stay on top of such rules if the
government was solely responsible for policing these
practices, but if bars and restaurants are afraid of
losing a liquor license it makes it possible to enlist the
establishments’ cooperation.
To further reinforce this sense of value, liquor licenses
often have fees associated with their acquisition.
Unlike a driver’s license, which is relatively easy
to acquire, limiting the number of liquor licenses
and making them difficult to obtain makes them
exceptionally valuable. As a result, restaurants and bars
cannot simply obtain one, but must work for it and
take steps to protect it. The loss of a liquor license for
most establishments would be a crippling, possible
business ending event. As such, proprietors of these
establishments will usually do everything they can to
ensure that no laws are violated in their establishment
such that the license could be revoked.
Minnesota Statutes 340A stipulates the city’s authority
in establishing liquor license fees and meeting the
requirements set forth in this Statute.

WHY DOES THE CITY LICENSE LIQUOR SALES?, cont’d.
In addition to the city needing to comply with
Minnesota Statutes, many cities enact local
restrictions towards liquor license holders:
• A local authority may adopt an ordinance to impose
further restrictions and regulations on the sale and
possession of alcoholic beverages within its limits.
• It is common to find requirements that all property
taxes, special assessments, charges, and fees are
kept current.
• Some cities require additional insurance coverage
beyond the minimum requirements in statute.
• Some cities choose to issue fewer licenses than the
maximum number of licenses allowed under state.
Some cities require that a security person (police or
bouncer) be present.
• Many cities prohibit liquor establishments from
being located within a certain distance of schools
or churches or in non-commercially zoned areas of
the city.

Finally, a general tax (sales and property tax) are
payments which are used to finance general
government programs; tax payments are not linked,
directly or indirectly, with an individual’s consumption
of specific goods and services. A general tax is levied
to incur public expenditure for the benefit of the city
as a whole.
License fees and permits are payments required to
cover the costs of government regulation of private
activities. Typically, charges and fees are passed on
to the consumer. Specifically, the liquor license fee
provides for an explicit advantage on the person
paying for it-the right to sell or serve alcohol. When
certain services provided especially benefit a
particular group, then governments should consider
charges and fees on the direct recipients of those
that receive benefits from such services.

We’ve got you covered.

• Some cities have required that a licensee provide
training to its bartenders regarding serving liquor
to customers. This can help a server to learn
to recognize an intoxicated person or a false
identification card.

Absolute Ice

Lakeshore Ice Duluth area

Detroit Lakes

Crystal Springs Ice Pine City

• Many cities require that customers must leave the
licensed premises within a certain period of time
after liquor sales have stopped.

Precise Ice

Belgrade/St. Cloud

Waterville Ice

Ace Ice Minneapolis
American Ice
Eau Claire, WI

Waterville

• Some cities will have licenses expire if they have
not been used for a certain time period.
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The original Mockingbird Distillery shack in Austin, Texas, 2018
The Shack is the first building at the Mockingbird Distillery, and where the whole thing started. For a long time it housed all of the vodka operations
before we outgrew the 998 square foot structure. We’re still making vodka on the same land we started and Tito’s office is still at the Shack today.

America’s Original Craft Vodka

®

Sources: (1) IRI, Total US Food & Drug 52wks ending 9/09/18, Top 25 Spirit Brands

10 CUSTOMER SERVICE TECHNIQUES TO HELP YOU GROW SALES
By Bob Phibbs
The Retail Doctor

Customer service techniques should be at the top of your list when
you consider how to increase sales in retail. While getting customers
into your store comes first, their experience in the store is what
makes the sale. Attracting visitors to your store through occasional
promotions, events, and a killer website is a great start.
But you need to convert those visitors into customers.
That’s why focusing on improving customer service techniques in
your retail staff can have an outsized influence on your revenue.
There are a lot of in-store factors influencing a purchase decision.
Things like well-appointed and serviced fitting rooms, sufficient
mirrors, and visual merchandising can help create a shopping
experience that makes customers want to buy your products at your
regular prices.
But the missing ingredient when it comes to the best retail customer
service tips that influence sales has nothing to do with physical
elements. It’s your people and their ability to make a connection with
customers.
Customer service is about communication and connection
Connection is the most important factor in sales. It is the springboard
for dialogue between shopper and salesperson. The rapport that
follows is the stickiness that creates loyal customers. Look up the
definition of rapport sometimes. Never mind, here it is:
Rapport
“A relationship characterized by agreement, mutual understanding, or
empathy that makes communication possible or easy.”
How often do you believe your customers leave your store feeling
this way about their experience? How often do your customers feel
like they had any relationship with the person who rang up their
purchase? I’m guessing if you’re like most retailers, not often.

Change for the better
So, how do you get your sales staff into the game? I’ve heard some
retailers tell their staff to treat customers like family. But not everyone
thinks of family dynamics as a good thing ... just sayin’. Of course, by
telling them things like that, you haven’t really told them anything.
What you need is to give them concrete retail customer service
training that completely alters the way they view interpersonal
communications, the products they sell, and the people they sell
them to.
10 customer service tips to grow retail sales
Now that you know how important it is to build the communication
and connection skills in your retail employees, what does that look
like in practice?
To help you get your salespeople off of the sidelines and talking in full
sentences, here are 10 proven techniques and tips you can start using
today.
1. Quick connect
Talk to customers within 15 seconds of them entering the store. You
don’t need a sales pitch: just a greeting.
With this simple rule, you’ve established yourself as an advisor and
you’ve made the customer feel included — all without them having
to tell you they are fine, or they are not looking for anything special, or
they aren’t interested in your help.
2. Listen first
As a salesperson, listening to customers is more important than
talking to them. You want the customer to carry the conversation.
If you’ll just invite them to, shoppers will tell you about their day, what
they’re looking for, and the problems they’re having with their current
product — it’s a whole world of information.
Instead of rolling your eyes and wondering when you can point to
where an item is or deliver a well-worn sales pitch, realize that they’re
telling you everything you need to know to make a sale. And it will
make your day more interesting.
All you have to do is listen and be in the moment to practice this
customer service technique.

The lost art of conversation
Too many younger salespeople have never developed their ability
to communicate on a truly personal level. They haven’t had to and
haven’t seen it modeled. Without that ability, there is no hope of
building rapport.

3. Make it about them (not you)
You may not be able to afford the items you sell. That’s OK; you’re not
the one you’re selling to. You may be from a different generation than
the customer. That’s OK too.

Customers see this lack of communication in employees who are just
standing around in front of their stores.

You’re not here to be shopping. But you can still enjoy the thrill of
someone else buying. It’s just a little different than when you shop
with a friend because you’re employed to be selling.

They see those employees with their hands in their pockets avoiding
eye contact with customers.
They see those same employees playing with their phones while
completely ignoring the customers around them.
Many older customers complain that when one of these employees
does talk, it often is in monosyllabic answers that only come as a
result of the customer’s prompting.
That has to change if you want to be in business next year.
If your sales staff is no more personable than a computer screen,
your customers might as well shop online. And once you’re in direct
competition with those online retailers, markdowns will haunt your
shelves.

You may prefer bargain shopping. That’s OK.

If you want your day to go faster and avoid boredom, then you need
to make yourself interested in another person first.
Get over yourself, and get on board with making the experience
positive and memorable for both you and your customer.
4. Have a message of hope
Your salespeople should be able to not just inform, but also inspire,
educate, and instill confidence in your customers so they can
complete projects, find the perfect gift, or just treat themselves.
Those who don’t deliver a hopeful message in their retail
environment deliver bland and blah experiences. Their stores share
a sameness filled with boring products, promotional pricing, and
disengaged employees.
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10 CUSTOMER SERVICE TECHNIQUES TO HELP YOU GROW SALES, cont’d.
5. Call on people to take risks
When a shopper purchases an expensive piece of jewelry, a fashionforward outfit, or premium merchandise, it naturally pushes their
comfort level. Salespeople who understand this help shoppers move
past their comfort levels to see how the premium product is a better
fit for their lifestyle.
Without encouraging shoppers to try on a new look or buy a more
expensive item, salespeople encourage shoppers to look for safe bets.
This is at the heart of why so many retailers are stuck; they and their
employees make safe bets so the newest, the premium, or the luxury
items are seen as wasteful or extravagant. And often they say it “isn’t
worth the price,” which never helps.
6. Focus on relationships
Retailers have to make space for relationships to grow. That means
you must have enough coverage for a sales associate to spend a little
extra time with someone and enough retail sales training that they
truly understand how to approach and engage — truly engage — a
stranger.
That’s what creates excellent customer service.
Without a clear focus on relationships, your store is a duck-and-cover
environment where employees are just trying to keep the lines short.
There is no time for the exceptional because employees are only
thinking of keeping up — of making their own day, and not someone
else’s.
7. Celebrate newbies
When new shoppers venture into your store, they must find an
exceptional experience. It’s easy to love your returning customers
because they have already bought something from you, but you
need to love those first-time visitors as much, or even more, than your
regulars.
This tips the customary thinking on its head ... that you must treasure
only repeat customers.
Your employees make strangers feel welcome with their language
and their attitude, and by offering new experiences, such as a store
tour, on that first visit.
When you focus on established customers over newbies, you can end
up treating those newbies as disposable, which thwarts any efforts to
implement a customer service strategy. Your circle of customers gets
smaller and smaller as your established customers move away or die.
8. Plan for the major holidays
Plan ahead for all of the ways you could touch consumers during
a holiday season. When decorations, emails, schedules, and social
media posts are thought out in advance, your customer experience
during those holidays remains high.
Holidays are a time of celebration long before the actual holiday
gets there. Making sure you are prepared ahead of time will attract
shoppers to your store and ensure they linger once they are inside.
Bring on seasonal retail sales associates early and train them in the
same customer service techniques you should be using all year.
Without planning, especially during the holidays, you are shortstaffed, out-of-stock, and invisible on social media at the very time
you need to be like air — everywhere.

9. Have a leader who can rally the troops
Many managers were promoted to the role because they were good
salespeople. However, they were never given any additional training
on managerial skills or inspiring great customer service.
If that’s you, you must be willing to change from salesperson to
leader. That means you must set the goal posts of sales, encourage
your team to creatively do more, and create a “wow” experience for
every customer.
It means you celebrate your team’s victories. It means you make them
feel special, so they can make others feel special. It no longer is about
you as an individual; it is now about you, the leader of your team.
When everything depends on you, if you have to personally sell every
person who comes through your doors, if you are the only one with
big sales, if you take a day off and sales tank, then your store — your
brand — cannot grow. And that is a direct result of training.
While you might be able to do the work of two people, you simply
can’t be two or more people. When you remain stuck doing it all, you
go from being an asset to being an obstacle to growth.
Exceptional customer service flourishes when everyone feels
included, engaged, and special. Learn how to coach salespeople and
your store will flourish.
10. Make it feel like each encounter is unique
An exceptional experience is as much the setting as it is the
encounter with your salespeople. When every inch of your store is
thought out to create surprise and delight, and you add a professional
retail sales team, exceptional experience is the standard, not a rarity.
Customer service techniques and tips can only go so far without
adding the personal engagement and connection that make each
encounter truly unique. Make it a policy to be consumed with making
everyone else’s day before you try to make your own day.
When you aren’t offering a simple inclusive message that shoppers
can feel, you will undoubtedly turn to technology to engage them,
which creates an even greater distance between you and the
shoppers you’re hoping to attract.
Improve your customer service techniques first
Retailers use markdowns, discounts, and coupons because they can
move merchandise out without requiring a lot of effort, training, or
change. Unfortunately, discounts and promos don’t move as much
revenue in.
Here’s your wake-up call on discounting ...
When you give 20% off a $100 sale, you actually need to sell an extra
$40 to make up the difference in profit. And that’s just on $100 —
multiply that by a week-long promo sale and you’ll squirm.
Those discounts are a band-aid on a broken or nonexistent sales and
customer service process. It’s like you are paying shoppers to endure
your lack of training.
You can no longer say how much you value your customers while
scheduling one or two-person coverage.
You can no longer say how exclusive your merchandise is and have
sale signs blanketing your counters.
You’ve tried giving your profits away ...
How about improving your customer experience with proven retail
training?
If you do, the sales will follow.
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THE ECONOMICS OF NON-ALCOHOLIC SPIRITS, EXPLAINED
By Jacob Grier
Inside Hook

Why a booze-free drink can cost as much
(or more) than its alcoholic counterpart
How much would you pay for a bottle of spirits? And does
your answer change if that spirit contains no alcohol?
It’s a question that arises for anyone tempted to try
the more than 100 brands of booze-free distillates that
have recently entered the market. Consumers are clearly
intrigued by them, but one has to wonder: If the spirits
don’t contain alcohol, why do they cost as much (or
sometimes more) than their conventional counterparts?
“It’s a totally natural question,” says Seth O’Malley,
founding distiller at Wilderton, a non-alcoholic spirits
brand produced in Portland, OR. O’Malley previously
worked as a distiller of gin and other spirits, and when
non-alcoholic spirits began appearing, he says the prices
didn’t quite compute for him. “It wasn’t until I was on the
other side that I realized it was quite an expensive product
to make.”
At first glance, non-alcoholic spirits seem like they should
be relatively low-cost since they’re comprised of water
instead of alcohol. Water-based distillates have a tax
advantage, too: alcohol is subjected to state and federal
excise taxes that distillers of non-alcoholic spirits don’t
have to pay. And liquor is almost always sold through the
three-tier system in which distributors take a substantial
cut, whereas non-alcoholic spirit producers have the
option of selling direct to consumers online.
Nonetheless, non-alcoholic spirits often cost in excess
of thirty dollars a bottle. By comparison, one can nab a
decent bottle of gin in most states for around twenty
bucks. Even for someone enthusiastic about trying
alcohol-free options, that disparity can make them a
tough sell.
One big reason for the higher price? Even though water is
cheaper than alcohol, it’s less effective at carrying flavors.
Ethanol is an exceptionally good solvent for capturing
aroma compounds. These get released when poured
into a glass, sipped or mixed with ice or a cocktail, which
is what enables the sensory intensity and complexity of
distilled spirits.
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Alcohol offers many advantages for flavor extraction and
retention that many, if not most non-alcoholic spirits
use it at some point in the process, either as a base of
distillation that is later removed or as a tincture added in
trace amounts to the nearly finished product. Under U.S.
regulations, beverages containing less than .5% alcohol
can be labeled as non-alcoholic. By comparison, most
basic distilled spirits in the U.S. contain 40% alcohol or
higher.
When making a water-based spirit with the strength to
stand up in a mixed drink, producers such as Wilderton
use a heavier hand with the herbs, roots and spices
that contribute flavor. “Compared to making gin, we are
looking at four to nine times as much botanicals,” says
O’Malley. “In replacing the impact [of alcohol] with some
other flavor intensity, I just use egregious amounts of
botanicals.” Rather than using a typical pot still, which
he says would distort the taste, he also rents time on an
advanced spinning cone column vacuum still. This allows
him to distill at low temperatures that preserve delicate
flavors but adds to the costs of production.
Water distillates are especially difficult when it comes
to oils, says Monique ten Kortenaar, master distiller for
Lucas Bols in the Netherlands. One of the company’s
recent projects was the development of Damrak Virgin,
an alcohol-free version of its Damrak gin. “We wanted
to have as close of a copy of the original Damrak as we
could get,” she says. “The thing is, Damrak is quite a citrusforward gin. That gave us more challenges because the
citrus flavors come mostly from the peels, but those are
mainly soluble in alcohol. They won’t dissolve in water.”
Capturing the desired flavors required an intensive
distilling process that took more than two years to perfect,
including running separate distillations for different
botanicals and grinding or smashing them to extract more
of their aromatic compounds. In total, getting a batch of
Damrak Virgin into bottles takes the distillery about twice
as long as it does to produce Damrak gin. All these costs
contribute to a slightly higher price: The Virgin bottling of
Damrak retails for $24.99 versus $22.99 for the gin.

TATTERSALL manhattan
The classic, perfected for the
home bar.

TATTERSALL old fashioned
Just add ice to this full-flavored
Midwestern favorite.

Pour. Serve. Repeat.
Easy-to-make, elevated cocktails
that your customers will love

ASK ABOUT DISPLAY UNITS FOR YOUR STORE!
Enjoy responsibly. 21+ only.Tattersall® is a registered trademark of Tattersall Distilling.Tattersall Old Fashioned and Manhattan are distilled and bottled by Tattersall Distilling, Minneapolis, MN.

THE ECONOMICS OF NON-ALCOHOLIC SPIRITS, EXPLAINED, cont’d.
A less obvious cost of producing non-alcoholic spirits is
the care required to keep them clean. High-proof alcohol
is essentially self-sanitizing, but water can provide a
welcoming home for microbes. “There’s a lot of insidious
refrigeration costs,” says O’Malley. “Sanitation is much
more extreme for creating and packaging this material
than you would ever need to be with an alcoholic spirit.”
Though Wilderton gets to avoid some of the taxes and
regulations that apply when distilling alcohol, he reports
going to “great lengths” to prove to the Department of
Agriculture and the Food and Drug Administration that
their products and processes are safe.
The need to prevent spoilage creates an additional
problem for non-alcoholic spirits. To compensate for the
lost sanitizing qualities of alcohol, producers generally
lower the pH with additives like citric acid. This preserves
water-based distillates but also changes their taste, giving
them a perceptibly tarter profile than typical alcoholic
spirits. That affects the way people drink them, too.
Take Kever Genever 0%, produced in Amsterdam. Genever
is traditionally enjoyed neat for its whiskey-like maltiness,
but it’s difficult to make that quality translate to a lowpH, alcohol-free spirit. “A non-alcoholic genever is super
niche,” says Ruben Wolvekamp of Kever. “When we
launched it was quite funny, people would drink it with
a non-alcoholic beer.” Ultimately, however, they focused
on its potential in mixed drinks, emphasizing spices that
stand out when lengthened with sodas and other mixers.
Similarly, Tanya Cohn, global brand manager for Damrak,
notes that the Virgin bottling is best enjoyed in a cocktail.
“If you look at Amazon reviews of non-alcoholic spirits, the
bad reviews come from people sipping it from the bottle,”
she says.
But what kind of cocktail should one mix them in? When
considering the cost of non-alcoholic spirits, how one
plans to consume them is almost as important as the
price of the spirits themselves. Long and bubbly drinks –
such as a Virgin gin and tonic, which I’m drinking happily
as I write this – are an ideal use for botanically-driven nonalcoholic spirits. They require about the same amount of
the spirit as one would use in a regular cocktail, making
them reasonably cost-effective.
Alcohol-free renditions of such classic drinks are therefore
an appealing option for both producers and consumers.
“It’s a very good margin product because people want
the experience of having a non-alcoholic cocktail,” says
Wolvekamp. “If we can create a spirit which comes quite
close to that kind of taste, they’re willing to pay for it.”
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But what about short, potent cocktails, such as a Martini
or Manhattan? These get a bit more challenging. “I see
being able to make a good non-alcoholic short drink as
one of the goals of non-alcoholic spirits,” says O’Malley of
Wilderton.
I find their Lustre expression suits this purpose well. It’s
not intended to copy gin, but it shares with that spirit a
complex and potent botanical profile. Rather than mixing
it with soda or tonic, I’ve taken to simply stirring it with
ice, straining it into a chilled coupe glass, and expressing
a lemon peel over the surface of the drink. The resulting
cocktail is certainly Martini-adjacent in its preparation,
appearance and taste.
There is one notable difference, however: Using three
ounces of Lustre per drink, each one would cost me more
to make than a standard Martini with gin and vermouth,
perhaps by a dollar or more. And then there’s the issue
of pace: My consumption of Martinis is self-limiting, at
least if I want to be productive the next morning, while
my intake of non-alcoholic drinks is limited only by my
personal restraint. Drinking through a $33 bottle too
quickly can add up.
So are new-wave non-alcoholic spirits worth the price?
For those who wish to abstain from alcohol, they offer
options that obviously add value. For those of us who
don’t intend to give it up completely, they offer an
opportunity to think about why we drink — is it for the
taste? For the mood-altering effects? The honest answer
for most of us is probably both. Until recently, there were
few good ways to separate the two.
In economic terms, alcohol-free spirits offer a way to
unbundle the sensory complexity of spirits and cocktails
from the impact of alcohol, allowing us to pick and
choose when we desire one or both. Non-alcoholic
products will probably never duplicate the stunning
particularity of an Islay Scotch or a Jamaican pot still rum,
but they can fulfill the desire for drinks that are layered
and sophisticated without clouding one’s head.
Many of these new products are also beguilingly
complex. As Seth O’Malley told me, “I think we should
be carving out novel flavor territories instead of just
copying distilled spirit categories.” Viewed not as a lesser
alternative to alcoholic spirits but rather as labor- and
ingredient-intensive worthy of respect in themselves, they
can be fairly weighed against their price. And for those of
us who continue to enjoy alcohol, they can prove a valued
addition to one’s home bar, offering the option to enjoy
a satisfyingly refined alcohol-free drink or to imbibe with
more intention.

MMBA COMMERCIAL MEMBERS ARE AVAILABLE TO YOU! CONTACT THEM!
Silver Plus Member
August Schells Brewing
Contact: Matt Jonas
Cell: (651) 775-9079
E-mail: mjonas@schellsbrewery.com
Bacardi USA
Contact: Greg Aamodt
Phone: (952)484-8860
Office: gfaamodt@bacardi.com
Crow River Winery
Contact: Chelsey Schrupp and
Janessa Markgraf
Phone: 320-587-2922
E-mail: crowriverwinery.com
Dahlheimer Beverage
Contact: Nick Dahlheimer
Phone: (763) 295-3347
E-mail: nick@dahlh.com
Bellboy Corporation
Contact: Steve Farver
Phone: (952) 544-8178
E-mail: stevef@bellboycorp.com
BreakThru Beverage Minnesota
Contact: Brad Redenius
Phone: (651) 646-7821
E-mail: Bredenius@breakthrubev.com
Dailey Data & Associates
Contact: Mary Dailey
Mobile: (612) 275-9900
Web: http://daileydata.com/
Diageo Guinness USA
Contact: Brett Hendrickson
Phone: (406) 239-2479
E-mail: Brett.Hendrickson@diageo.com
Diageo Spirits and Wine
Contact: Chris Gotziaman
Cell: (612) 353-7918
E-mail: Chris.Gotziaman@diageo.com
Gray Duck Spirits
Contact: Jerry Schulz
Phone: (612) 251-6912
E-mail: jerry@grayduckspirits.com
Illinois Casualty Company
Contact: Howard Beck
Phone: (309) 781-4776
E-mail: HowardB@ilcasco.com
J.J. Taylor Distributing
Contact: Chris Morton
Phone: (651)482-1133
E-mail: christopher_morton@ jjtaylor.
com
Johnson Brothers
Contact: Michael Johnson
Phone: (651) 649-5800
E-mail: mjohnson@johnson
KLB Insurance Agency
Contact: Kim Brown
Phone: (651) 730-9803
E-mail: kim@klins.com
Mike’s Hard Lemonade
Contact: Joe Martin
Cell: (612) 221-4731
E-mail: jmartin@mikeshardlemonade.com

Palm Bay International
Contact: Dominic M. Giuliani
Phone: (763) 607-2556
E-mail: dgiuliani@palmbay.com
Paustis Wine Company
Contact: Scott Lindman
Phone: (218) 760-8199
E-mail: SLindman@paustiswine. com
Pernod Ricard USA
Contact: Jeff Jara
Phone: (612) 860-5190 Mobile
E-mail: jeff.jara@pernod-ricard-usa. com
Polar Beverage
Contact: Mike Wurst
Phone: (612) 310-8109
E-mail: mwurst@polarbev.com
Red Locks Irish Whiskey
Contact: Kieran Follard
E-mail: kieran@redlocks.com
Retail Information Technology
Enterprises
Contact: Gary Noble/Rick Feuling
Phone: (320) 230-2282
E-mail: sales@rite.us

Bronze Member
Bernick’s
Contact: Gary Barby
Phone: (320) 252-6441
E-mail: gbarby@bernicks.com
Summit Brewing
Contact: Brandon Bland
Phone: (651) 265-7800
E-mail: bbland@summitbrewing. com
Trift, Inc. Market Knowledge
Contact: Socrates Sakell
Phone: (631) 312-2618
E-mail:Socrates@triftinc.com
The Wine Company
Phone: (651) 487-1212
Web: www.thewinecompany.net
Waterville Food & Ice
Contact: Bernie Akemann
Phone: (507) 362-8177

Supporting Member

Edrington Americas
Contact: Todd Wooters
Phone: (651) 302-0438
E-Mail: Toddwooters@edrington.com
Heartland Wine Sales of Minnesota
Contact: Steve Holman
Phone: (320) 250-6888
E-mail: steve@heartlandwinesales.com
Francis Ford Coppola Winery
Contact: Lindsy Pierce
Phone: (312) 282-5003
E-mail: lindsy.pierce@ffcppresents.com
Heaven Hill
Contact: Scott Bjerva
Phone: (612) 839-6332
E-mail: sbjerva@heavenhill.com
Little Round Still, LLC
Contact: Steve Wilson & David Stormoen
Phone: (320) 491-6035 or (218) 513-6898
E-mail: Redtailchub1970@gmail.com
dstormoen@midwestinfo.com
Locher Brothers, Inc.
Contact: Tim “Jonesy” Hukriede
Phone: (507) 326-5471
E-mail: jonesy@locherbros.com

Scenic Sign Corporation
Contact: Daryl Kirt
Phone: (612) 239-6624
E-mail: daryl@scenicsign.com

Bent Paddle Brewing Co.
Contact: Matthew Barthelemy
Phone: (218) 348-9565
E-mail: m.barthelemy@
bentpaddlebrewing.com

Small Lot MN
Contact: Joe Toohey
Phone: (612)7096989
E-mail: joet@smalllotmn.com

Blue Horseshoe
Contact: Tyler Stone
Phone: (414) 308-4704
Website: www.bhsolutions.com

Southern Glazer’s
Contact: Mike Strathman
Phone: (612) 271-5197
E-mail: mstrathman@sgws.com

Bourget Imports
Contact: Christie Farrell
Phone: (651) 224-2620
E-mail: christie@bourgetimports.com

Stan Morgan & Associates
Contact: Skip Troyak
Phone: (952) 474-5451
E-mail: sales@stanmorganasso.com

C. Mondavi and Family
Contact: David Buchanan
Phone: (815) 762-0643
Mobile: dbuchanan@cmondavi.com

Tattersall Distilling
Contact: Jon Kreidler
Phone: (612) 584-4152
E-mail: jon.w.keidler@gmail.com
tattersalidistilling.com

C & L Distributing
Contact: Joe Dick
Phone: (320) 235-7375
E-mail: jdick@budtime.com

Naylor Heating & Refrigeration
Contact: Bill Haugse
Phone: (218) 444-4328
E-mail: bill@naylorhvac.com

Carlos Creek Winery
Contact: Tamara Bredeson
Phone: (320) 846-5443
E-mail: tami@carloscreek winery.com

Northern Hollow Winery
Contact: Jim Truehart
Phone: (320) 266-8691
E-mail: jmt@northernhollowwinery.com

Chankaska Creek Winery
Contact: Jane Schwickert
Phone: (507) 931-0089
E-mail: janes@chankaskawines.com

Paulet Slater Insurance
Contact: Jeff Stanley
Phone: (651) 644-0311
E-mail: jcstanley@pauletslater.com

Total Register Systems, Inc.
Contact: Scott Yim
Phone: 1-888-537-1906
E-mail: scott@trs-pos.com
Vinocopia
Contact: Marion Dauner
Phone: (612) 455-4000
E-mail: marion@vinocopia.com
Winebow
Contact: Christina Taylor-Haley
Cell: (651) 587-5852
E-mail: christina.taylor-haley@winebow.com
WRS Imports
Contact: Reven Stevens
Cell: (612) 325-9938
E-mail: reven@wrsimports.com
Zabinski Business Services, Inc.
Contact: Paul D. Zabinski
Phone: (320) 286-1494
E-mail: zbsonsite@yahoo.com

Chopin
Contact: Jeff Dechiro
Phone: (303) 799-4016
E-mail: jdechiro@chipinvodka.com
Delicato Family Vineyards
Contact: Kimberly VanHeusden
Phone: (612) 200-7952
E-mail: kimberly.vanheusden@ dfywines.com
Duluth Whiskey Project
Contact: Kevin Evans
Phone: (651) 233-3279
E-mail: kevin.evans@duluthwhiskey.com

LOCi Consulting
Contact: Grant Martin
Phone: (651) 888-8464
E-mail: grant@lociconsult.com
Luxco
Contact: Erik Hage
Phone: (852) 270-7051
E-mail: e.hage@luxco.co
Madison Bottling Co.
Contact: Dave Bergerson
Phone: (320) 598-7573
E-mail: dbergerson@madisonbottling.com
Monetto USA
Contact: Matt Marani
Phone: (708) 528-136

Ringdahl Architects
Contact: Dustin Tomoson
Phone: (320} 763-9368
Round Lake Vineyards & Winery
Contact: Jenny Ellenbecker
Phone: (507) 945--1100
E-mail: jenny@ellcom.us
Russian Standard
Contact: Jessica Reuwerg
E-mail: Jessica.reuwer@roust.com
Sunny Hill Distributing
Contact: Mike Baron
Phone: (218) 263-6886
Treasury Wine Estate
Contact: Nick Pahl
Phone: (763) 259-8561
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Voted Best
Craft Vodka
DISTILLERY
in the Nation

A BETTER SPIRIT
MADE IN MINNESOTA

ENJOY IN MODERATION ©2018 PRAIRIE ORGANIC VODKA, 40% ALC./VOL. (80 PROOF), PRAIRIE
ORGANIC GIN, 40% ALC./VOL. (80 PROOF), PRAIRIE CUCUMBER-FLAVORED ORGANIC VODKA, 35%
ALC./VOL. (70 PROOF). BOTTLED BY ED PHILLIPS & SONS, PRINCETON, MN USA. MADE IN THE USA.
NIELSEN TOTAL US 52 WEEK DOLLAR SALES: 12-30-17

